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The main purpose of this paper is to find the eigenvalue spectrum of matrices 
appearing when numerical methods are used to solve the second and third 
boundary value problems for Laplace, Poisson, and Helmholtz equations. 
In addition analytic expressions of lower bounds of the eigenvalues, in some 
special cases, are also given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years much discussion and analysis have been focused on the 
numerical solution of the second and third boundary value problems for the 
equations of Laplace, Poisson, and Helmholtz over the p-dimensional (9 = 2 
or 3) unit supercube by alternating direction implicit (ADI) and extrapolated 
ADI (EADI) methods (see, e.g., [l-5]). I n all these works the continuous 
problem considered is 
f LiU =.f@), XER, 
i=l 
l$ = G(x), x~aR~li=l(l)p, (1.1) 
where R = ((x1 ,..., zS) J 0 <xi < 1, i = l(l)p>, aRi is the boundary of R 
in the xi-direction, L, = (a2/8xi2) qiE is an operator with qi nonnegative real 
numbers and E the identity operator, li = (- l)j+’ a/ax, + ajiE / j = 0, 1 is 
another operator with uii real numbers, andf(x) and G(x) j i = l(1) p are given 
functions of x. To approximate problem (1.1) by a discrete one, a uniform mesh 
spacing of length h = l/N (N > 3 is the number of equal subdivisions in each 
coordinate direction) is imposed on RU 8R (i?R = Uyzl 8Ri) and finite dif- 
ference methods of (2~~~+~ + 1)-point type (k = 0 or 4) are used. 
In this paper (see [I]) we generalize the analysis in [4,5] to obtain the spectrum 
of eigenvalues of those matrices which appear when AD1 or EADI methods 
are used to solve the above discrete problem. Furthermore, we generalize the 
analysis in [3] in order to derive analytic expressions for the lower bounds of the 
eigenvalues in some special cases, without imposing restrictions on the para- 
meters aji 1.j = 0, 1 and i = l(l)p. 
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2. THE SPECTRUM OF EIGEXVALUES 
When we try to solve the discrete problem discussed in the previous section, 
by ADI or EADI methods, we arrive at matrices whose study can be applied to 
the study of a general matrix C: of order (N + 1) x (iV -t I), which has the 
form 
G$ -CG,) a 
-ii (2 --t dh2)d -d 
z: = 
--d (2 + dh2) It --d 
- WP,) a GJ I 
where Gj =-= (2 + 2ho, + dpjh2)/pi , oj E R, pj = 1 + oJzuJ3 ij = 0, 1 and 
pj > 0 1 j = 0, 1, d = Q( 1 + qh2/12), a = l/(1 + dh2/6), and 4 > 0. Here we 
consider 01 E (0, l} to include the two EADI schemes of different accuracies 
corresponding to K = 0 or &, respectively. 
Let C be the diagonal matrix 
(2/PoY2 
1 
C= 
I Y 
1 
(2iPlY’” 
of order N f 1. Then the matrix C-lUC is a symmetric one. Consequently 
matrix U has real eigenvalues. To find the corresponding spectrum, we start 
with the typical equation det( U - hl) E f(/\) = 0 and we generalize the analysis 
in [4, 51 as follows: If 
T&) 
2 + dh2 - Y -1 
-1 2 + dh2 - Y -1 
- -1 2 + dh2 - r 
-1 
(2.1) 
-1 
2 + dh2 - r 
is a determinant of order K, where I = X/a, then we get 
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with 
g(r) = (Go - r) (Gl - Y) TN-l(~) - 2 [v + +;?] j”~&) 
4 t-- 
POP1 
[(2 + dh2 - Y) TN-&) - TN-l(Y)]. 
From expression (2.1) we easily derive the recurrence formula 
TN(Y) = (2 + dh2 - r) TN&) - TN-?(Y), 
which, if we impose the initial conditions 
To(Y) = 1 and T,(Y) = 2 + dh2 - Y, 
produces the relationships 
TN(dh2) = N + 1 and T,(4 + dh2) = (- 1)” (N -t 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
1). (2.5) 
We can examine the positions of the roots of g(r), on the real axis, in relation 
totheparametersajIj=O,l,whenpj>Olj=O,l. 
From (2.2) and (2.5) it follows that 
and 
d4 + dh2) = 4h’;;!N-1 (1 - $) [uoul (1 - fj - a0 - q] . (2.7) 
Now, the conditions on ui 1 j = 0, 1, so that d/z2 and 4 + dh2 may be roots of 
g(r), become us + ur + uoul = 0 and uour(l - 2~~/3) - us - u1 = 0, respect- 
ively. 
Roots of g(r), which belong to the interval (dh2, 4 + dh2), can be found by 
making the transformation 
r = 4 sirP(v/2) + dh2, 9 E (0, r). (23) 
It can be proved, by induction, that TN(r) = [sin(N + 1) PI/sin cp and, 
consequently, g(r) takes the form g(r) G (4/sin y) gr(F), where 
g1(y) = [(%o% - 1 + cos F) (Grk - 1 + cos v) 
1 1 + ha, - 
[ ( - ------1++0sp, 
1 1 + ha, 
Pl PO 1 ( 
+- ___ - 1 $- cos ‘p 
PO PI 11 cos y2 
+ <G (2 cos2 v - l)] sin A$ + [$ (50% - 1 + cos q7) 
+-!.J!A+ I + cosgi ! 
2 
- __ cos 91 
POP1 I 
sin p cos A$. 
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We form the expression 
Kll 
g1 N i--i 
= (-l)K 6; (q+o,)[3-a(l-cos$)]sin$]K--l(l)N-1. 
If, now, oU + CQ # 0, then the above expressions clearly suggest that an odd 
number of roots of gi(p) lie within each subinterval (Kn-/N, (K + 1) r/N) 1 k = 
l(l)N-2. Ifa,+oi=O, thenN--I ofitsrootswill begiven byvK== 
Kz-/N 1 K = l(1) N - 1. Moreover, if we form the derivative of gi(q), we find 
that 
while 
d(O) = (2.9) 
g,(O) = 0, g1 (3 = - & (u. + ul) [ 3 - a (1 - cos $-)I sin $ . 
(2.10) 
Relationships (2.9) and (2.10) ensure us that, if 
(a, + 01) (00 + 01 + %q) > 07 
an odd number of roots of gr(v) lie in the interval (0, a/N). 
Furthermore, we have 
(2.11) 
and 
(N- 1)~ 
gl( N ) 
= es (u. + ul) [ 3 - a(1 - cos -CN N1) 7r )] sin (N il) 7r , 
g1(4 = 0 (2.12) 
which ensure us that, if (u. + ul) [u~u~(I - 201/3) - U, - UJ < 0, then an 
odd number of roots of g,(v) lie in the interval ((N - 1) V/N, v). 
To find out when g(r) has roots smaller than dhs, we use the transformation 
CJI = 8, 0 > 0, and we obtain g,(p) = ig,(@), where 
2 a?(@ = woPl) RF h 2uoul + sh*e) shh%’ + Fh(uo + al) shOchN8] 
with F’ = (3 - Q: + c&8)/3. It can be proved that to every positive root of 
g,(B) there corresponds a root of g(r), smaller than dla2. The conditions under 
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which g,(B) has positive roots can be found as follows: With a little algebra we 
prove that 
F+c g,(B) = + a (2.13) 
and 
g;(o) = WPoP1) bo + 01 + %Ul)1 g,(O) = 0. (2.14) 
Thus, if o0 + CQ + a,,~, < 0, then g2(8) has an odd number of positive roots. 
Roots of g(r) greater than 4 + dh2 can be found by writing v = rr + 8, 
~9 > 0, which transforms gr(v) into gr(p) = (-l)N z&(8) with ga(e) = 
(l/popl) [(D2h2uoul + sh2B) ShNd - Dh(uo + ul) ~htkhA@], where D = (3 - oL - 
(uch8)/3. It is easily verified that to every positive root of gs(@ there corresponds 
a root of g(r) greater than 4 + dh2. To find the conditions under which g3(@ 
has positive roots, we proceed as above and obtain 
pcg3(e) = +a (2.15) 
and 
(I-$)[u,,ur(l-+J,,-u~], gs(O)=O. (2.16) 
Therefore, if u,,uI(l - 20~/3) - CT,, - ur < 0, then ga(6) has an odd number 
of positive roots, 
Now, we note that: 
1. The expression 4 + dh2 cannot be a multiple root for g(t). In fact, if 
~,,a,(1 - 2a/3) - a, - ur = 0 then g(4 + dhs) = 0 from (2.6), but after 
substitution we haveg’(4 + dh2) # 0, as is proved below: 
Relations (2.3) and (2.4) give 
and 
T-b(Y) = -T&Y) + (2 + dh2 - Y) T;v_l(Y) - T&-%(Y) (2.17) 
T;(Y) = 0, T;(Y) = -1. (2.18) 
Relation (2.17), with the substitution 7’;-,(4 + dha) z yK, is transformed 
into the difference equation 
YK+2 + 2w+1+ YK = (-1F w + 2), 
for which the general solution, because of initial conditions (2.18), is yK = 
(-l)K (1/3K + 1/2K2 + 1/6K3) and so 
T&(4 + dh2) = (--1)71/3N + 1/2Ne+ 1/6N”). 
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From (2.2) we can now easily get 
= lI.Y- 2h2 [ [ 2 - f (1 - f a)” (J& -1 f (I - 2,X) (uO + fJI)] N3 
POP1 
Thus, if we want to have g’(4 + dh2) = 0 for every N, when g(4 + dh2) = 0, 
the following equations must be consistent: 
uour(l - 201/3) - u. - ur = 0, 
~$1 - 2or/3) uoul = 0, 
(a/3) (401 - 5) qfJ1 + 2(1 - a) (a0 + Ul) = 0, 
-1+(CX-~)(u,+u,)=0, 
2 - &(l - +>a u()u, + $(l - 201) (u. + ur) = 0, 
a E (0, I). 
It can easily be proved that the above system of equations is inconsistent. 
2. The expression &a cannot be a multiple root for g(r). In fact, if we proceed 
as in the previous case, we arrive at the following inconsistent system: 
(Jo + q + UOUl = 0, 
2 - $Joul - (a, + ul) = 0, 
(1 + a/3) ((To + ur) = 0, 
(1 + 24 up, - (43) (00 + 01) = 0, a: E (0, 1). 
If we put Qr = u,, + u1 , Qz = u. + u1 + uoul , Q3 = uoul(l - 2m/3) - 
a, - ur , then Figs. 1 and 2 show the graphic representation of Qi 1 i = l(1) 3. 
It should be stressed that Fig. 1, corresponding to the case 01 = 0, was given 
previously in [4, 51. 
The investigation previously completed, with a further study of special cases 
given below, yields the spectrum of the eigenvalues when ui / j = 0, 1 are real 
numbers (see Table I). Table I also contains the results given in [4, 51 in the 
special case 01 = 0. 
Case 1. If 
Q1 > 0, Q2 > 0, and Q3 > 0 (2.19) 
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FIG. 1. Case: 01 = 0. Reproduced, with permission of the publisher, from Ref. [5]. 
!2=o: ----- -rT-- _____ ~ 
L 0-c 
PO’0 
Q2=0 
PI’0 
I 
Q1=O 
FIG. 2. Case: a = 1. 
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there are at least two (an even number of) roots for g(r) greater than 4 + dh2, 
because of (2.15) and (2.16) and the fact that there exists a 8 = 8, > 0 so that 
ga(er) < 0. To prove this, we examine the following two subcases: 
(a) If 01 = 1, then D = (2 - ch8)/3 > 0 for every 8 so that ch6 E (1,2). 
Now we determine whether in addition, it is possible to have D2h2a,,a, + sh2B = 
2Dh(uo~l)1~z she, which is simplified to 
h(uoal)l~2 = 3she/(2 - the). (2.20) 
By the restrictions on u,, , ul from (2.19) and 01 = 1 we get that hu,,al and 
she/(2 - the), with the E (1,2), h ave a common range (0, +co), from which 
we conclude that there is a 0 = 0i > 0 so that (2.20) is satisfied. In addition, we 
always have, in the present case, that 2(~~~,)1~~ < a,, + ur and shNB < chM9, 
which is the conclusion we wanted to prove, that is, ga(e) < 0. 
(b) If a: = 0, we shall, by a simpler proceeding, arrive at the same con- 
clusion (see [4, 51). 
Case 2. If 
81-c 0, Q2 > 0, and Q3 > 0, (2.21) 
there are at least two (an even number of) roots smaller than d/z2 for g(r), because 
of (2.13) and (2.14) and the fact that there exists a 6 = 0, > 0 so that g,(B,) < 0. 
To prove this we must think as before: 
(a) If a: = 1, we can easily get, from pj > 0 /J’ = 0, 1, the relations 
ha, > -3 and haI > -3, from which we have 
h2uou, < 9. (2.22) 
Now, we determine whether in addition, it is possible to have Fh2u,,o, + sh28 
= ~F(o,,o~)~/~ she, which takes the more useful form 
h(u,u,)l/a = 3sh6/(2 + the). (2.23) 
By the restrictions on a,, , ui from (2.21) and (2.22) we can see that h(uou,)l/2 and 
she/(2 + chO), with 0 > 0, have a common range (0,3), from which we conclude 
that, for all h, q,, ur which satisfy (2.21) and (2.22) there is a 0 = 0r > 0 so 
that (2.23) is satisfied, too. In addition, we always have 2(qp,)li2 < -(u,, + ul) 
and shNB < chNB. The conclusion, therefore, is the one it was necessary to 
prove, that is, g,(B,) < 0. 
(b) If IY = 0 we arrive at the same conclusion more easily (see [4, 51). 
Case 3. If Qr > 0, Q2 > 0, and Q3 = 0, then according to a justification 
such as that in Case 1 it can be proved that there exists a 8 = 8i > 0 for which 
g&or) < 0. From this proof and relationships (2.15) and (2.16) we easily find 
that g(r) has an odd number of roots greater than 4 + dh2. 
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Case 4. If Q, < 0, Qa = 0, and Q:, > 0, then according to a justification 
such as that in Case 2, it can be proved that there is a 19 = 8, > 0, for which 
g,(B,) < 0. Again because of this proof and relationships (2.13) and (2.14) we 
find that g(r) has an odd number of roots smaller than d/Y. 
The analyses above show that, if ‘T” == (pi = 0, all the eigenvalues of the matrix 
c’ can be found by their analytic form a, = J(4 sin2(ir/2N) + dh2) j i :-= O(1) N, 
but if at least one aj i j = 0, 1 is different from zero, we will not be able to find 
analytic expressions for the eigenvalues. We now work with Case 4, in which 
the matrix U has no eigenvalue smaller than &F, and we look for a lower bound, 
strictly greater than ddh2, for its eigenvalues. 
3. THE LOWER BOUND OF EIGENVALUES 
According to Table I we try to find an area pu such that 0 < v,, & r/N, for 
which the expression d(4 sin2(qq,/2) + dh2) is the lower bound we want. 
In the case with Qi > 0, Q2 = 0, and Q, < 0, we readily see that q+, = n/N. 
In the case, however, with Qi > 0 and Q2 :, 0, v0 must satisfy the relation- 
ships 0 < q+, < ~j2N and gi(q+,) > 0, because of (2.9) and (2.10). If we set 
A(p) E (3 - a: + 01 cos ~)/3 then gi(v) c (A2(v) h2a,o, - sin2 cp) sin Np + 
A(p) /z(u,, + UJ sin v cos NIX We now distinguish four cases: 
(a) If h2a,,a, > (sin2(rr/2N))/A2(n/2N), then pa = 7r/2N, because the 
function (sin2 y)/A2(p) is increasing in [0,7r/2N]. 
(b) If 0 < h2a0~i < (sin2(n/2N))/A2(r/2N), then we can take 
[ 
-cYcuh%oul(3 - a) 
v. = arc cos x (01%40”‘&1a(3 - cd)2 -+ (cmuoul + 9)[9 - (3 - a>” h2uou,])“2 __- 
cu”h2o,a,9 
- 
I 
. 
(c) If ai=-=O, oj>OIi,j=O,l, and i#j then we must have 
-sin2 v sin Ns, -(- A(p) hui sin v cos Na, > 0, or tan Np, < A(v) (ha&in v), 
which gives 
v0 = h arc tan ‘A(z7/2N) Lz-) , 
t sin (rr/2N) 
for the function a(p) (huJsin v) is decreasing in [0, x/2N]. 
(d) If a,,ai < 0 then ~a must satisfy the relation 
tan Np, 
7- < T--4(vo) Ql 
sin vu sin2 q0 - A2(vo)X0(51 ’ 
We have, however, 
tan NT, -- = 
sin p0 
N tan NT, < N ~ ___- 
N sin q+, cos NT, 
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so v0 has to satisfy 
cos NC& > 
sin2 y0 - A2(v,) h2u0a, 
4d h2Q, ’ 
Because d(rp) < 1 for every y, we have 
sin2 a, - A2(v) Pu,u, 
4~) h2Q, 
~ sin2 y - A(v) h2a,u, _ 
4d h"Q, - = S(v), 
so F,, must satisfy the relationship cos NvO >, S(q,). We now easily have that 
the functions S(F) and cos NY are increasing and decreasing, respectively, in 
(0, rr/2N], so if we find v,, , so that cos NT,, > S(yO), then every, v E (0, ~)a) will 
satisfy the same relationship. To find v,, we proceed as follows: We must have 
S(q) < 1, or A(v) h2Q2, > sin2 v and so: 
(i) If A(42N) h2Q2 < sin2 (77/2N) and because the function A(v) PQ, 
is decreasing for g, in (0,42N], we get y1 = arc sin G, where G = 
h(A(~/2N)QJl/a. We can easily see that vi E (0,7r/2N). It is sufficient now to 
take v0 = min(p, , ve}, where ye = h arc cos S(vJ, where v2 belongs to (0,42N). 
(ii) If A(42N)h2Q, > sin2 (37/2N) then we get 9, = n/2N and conse- 
quently p,, = h arc cos S(42N). 
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